THE BOB COLE CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC AT CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, LONG BEACH AND THE COLLEGE OF THE ARTS PROUDLY PRESENT:

WOMEN’S CHORUS
REGAN MACNAY, CONDUCTOR
MALILA HOLLOW, ACCOMPANIST

MEN’S CHORUS
STACY OH, CONDUCTOR
GRACE HONG, ACCOMPANIST

‘49ER CHORUS
BRIAN DOKKO, CONDUCTOR
DAVID GALVAN, ACCOMPANIST

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 30, 2015 8:00PM
GERALD R. DANIEL RECITAL HALL
PLEASE SILENCE ALL ELECTRONIC MOBILE DEVICES.
PROGRAM / WOMEN’S CHORUS  Regan MacNay—conductor

Musica ......................................................................................................................... Jacob Arcadelt
arr. Nancy Grundahl

*Rosen in Blüthe, Op. 44, No. 7* .................................................................................. Johannes Brahms

*Dirait-on* .................................................................................................................... Morten Lauridsen

*Bring Me Little Water, Silvy* ........................................................................................ Huddy Ledbetter
arr. Moira Smiley

SOLOISTS

*Infinite Shining Heavens* ............................................................................................. Ralph Vaughan Williams
from *Songs of Travel*

Ulysses Aquino—baritone, Grace Hong—piano

*Unusual Way* ................................................................................................................. Maury Yeston
from *Nine*

Tay Villet—soprano, Malila Hollow—piano

MEN’S CHORUS  Stacy Oh—conductor

*An die Frauen* ............................................................................................................... Franz Joseph Haydn

*Deep River* .................................................................................................................. arr. Darmon Meader

*Tarantella* ..................................................................................................................... Randall Thompson

*Yes Sir, That’s My Baby!* ............................................................................................ arr. Val Hicks

SOLOISTS

*Polka Dots and Moonbeams* ....................................................................................... Jimmy Van-Heusen
arr. Desirae Hafer

Desirae Hafer—soprano, Grace Hong—piano

*Smile* .............................................................................................................................. arr. Tom Gentry

Grant Goldstein, Patrick Tsoi A-Sue, Timothy Cervenka & Jae Park

‘49ER CHORUS  Brian Dokko—conductor

*Prayer of St. Francis* ..................................................................................................... René Clausen

*Do Nothing ’Till You Hear From Me* ............................................................................ arr. Darmon Meader

*O Vos Omnes* ................................................................................................................ Pablo Casals

*Hold On!* ....................................................................................................................... Jester Hairston
Music

Music, gift of the highest God, attracts men, attracts the gods; Music calms angry souls and uplifts sad spirits. Music even moves the very trees and the wild beasts.

Roses Are Blooming

Now all the roses are blooming, And Love a cunning net has wrought. O butterfly winging, Take heed, or thou wilt be caught.

And if I were imprison’d, As ’mid the roses fair I stray, Were Love himself my keeper, Yet I should wither away.

For care and sorrow I know not, Through blossoming woods I flit along. And on the whisper’ing breezes Is borne the burden of song.

So they say

Abandon surrounding abandon, Tenderness touching tenderness… Your oneness endlessly Caresses itself, so they say; Self-caressing through its own clear reflection. Thus you invent the theme of Narcissus fulfilled.

To Women

Nature gave steers horns; She gave horses hooves, The hares swift feet, The lions wide jaws; To the fish she gave fins, and wings to the birds; To men, to men, however, she gave wisdom. To men! ... not to women? What did she give to them? Beauty, beauty. Instead of all our spears, Instead of all our shields -- For against the beauty of women Neither steel nor fire can triumph.
O Vos Omnes

O vos omnes
qui transitis per viam,
attendite et videte
si est dolor similis
sicut dolor meus.

O All You

O all you
who pass along this way,
behold and see
if there is any sorrow
like my sorrow.

PERSONNEL '49ER CHORUS
Brian Dokko—conductor / David Galvan—accompanist

Hamid Ala
Alexis Arce
Merlyn Arostegui
Adriana Barreto
Joshua Beauchamp
Johnny Cao-Nguyen
Colin Carpenter
Jose Castillo
Erika Cervantes
Kelsie Christensen
Victoria Cimo
Isabel Cuevas
Annalise Diadema
Kenneth Duckworth
Victoria Duffey
Matthew Esguerra
Daniela Fajardo
Kathy Fitzsimmons
Caroline Foudy
Osman Galo
Stephanie Gilman
Christopher Michael Hill
Hollyann Hinds
Kirsten Hoefl
Sung Sil Hong
Cindy Leung
Sianna Macy
Luke McCandless
Bryant Nguyen
Matthew Oca
Victor Ochoa
Nicole Peppel
Quang Minh Pham
Christopher Phillips
Mike Phillips
Alexis Plata
Matt Ponce
Gabe Rosales
Michelle Ruggiero
Emilio Sandoval
Dorothee Schafer
Paul Smith
Kristen Speir
John Stouras
Kirsten Tablizo
Aaron Tran
Joe Tuiteleapaga
Rebecca Turner
Teri Uyovbievo
Michael ValenteKovic
Chanelle Varner
Maria Viloria
Kim Virtusio
Arthur Vo
John Voolland
Sean Wilburn
Alex Wright
Sean Yeutter
Zachary Zaret

WOMEN’S CHORUS
Regan MacNay—conductor, Malila Hollow—accompanist

Soprano 1
Desirae Hafer
Kimberly Hernandez
Isabella Luebbe
Nagel Martinez
Crystal Morales
Jamilet Ochoa
Nico Peppel
Sabrina Sordello
Sofia Svensson
Alaina Tinnirello

Soprano 2
Merlyn Arostegui
Mikaela Ferrell
Madeline Greiner
Niko Murakami
Kelsey Reynolds
Chanelle Varner
Tay Villet

Alto 1
Chloe Billings
Michaela Blanchard
Brianna Estrada
Tina Latora
Mary Ellen Price

Alto 2
Mandy Chen
Annalise Diadema
Golnaz Lessani
Mariah Perez
Jennifer Renteria
Michelle Ruggiero
Milan Stachelek
Katie Whiteaker

MEN’S CHORUS
Stacy Oh—conductor, Grace Hong—accompanist

Tenor
David Dumond
Grant Goldstein*
Jeremy Padrones
Minh Pham
Ray Quinones
Matthew Real
Yousef Reda
Michael Rothbart
Patrick Tsoi A-Sue

Baritone/Bass
Ulysses Aquino
Jacob Brand
Timothy Cervenko
Austin KeBely
Ha Nguyen
Jae Park*
Jordan Tickner
Kozen Tokunaga
Victor Tran
Sean Wilburn
Kyle Winterboer

*Section leader

DON’T MISS
WINTER FESTIVAL CONCERT
December 5-6, 2015

More than 200 singers ring in the holidays with favorite carols, songs, and classical works in Long Beach’s greatest Winter extravaganza. Set in the historic sanctuary of First Congregational Church of Long Beach, this traditional concert has thrilled audiences for three decades! Enjoy the majesty of the great Möller organ, handbells, vocal jazz, and, of course the combined voices of all seven CSULB choirs!

CSULB.EDU/MUSIC
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This concert is funded in part by the INSTRUCTIONALLY RELATED ACTIVITIES FUNDS (IRA) provided by California State University, Long Beach.